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D A S H B O A R D

Quickly add objects to your new client

After creating a client, you can now

create objects immediately. You

only have to enter the object title

and object number and check

whether the time zone is correct.

Other properties can be added

later at your own convenience on

the object page. What else do you

need?

Edit object moved

In Organisation you can now also

edit objects. The object screen is

divided into 3 tabs:

'Basic information', 'Location'

and 'Contact person'.

You can now easily navigate to the

object from the App. Super

convenient!
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Easier insight into audits

The total overview of audits is now

divided into two tabs: 'To do' and

'Upcoming'. 

This way, you can quickly �nish

your to-do list ánd you have insight

into the upcoming audits. Win-win!

Audit planning simpli�ed

The �lter is now split into four, so

you can easily search for objects.

Filter on a client and you will

immediately see all planned audits.

Nice and clear!

Start audit

Click on an audit and this

information is displayed again

above the 'Start' and 'Cancel audit’

options.

This way you can be sure that you

are starting the right audit, which is

very convenient.

Task �lter updated

The calendar has been replaced by

a list of dates where you only see

the dates on which tasks are



scheduled so you only see the

relevant dates.

This gives a better overview and

saves some clicking.

Search �eld elements

To easily enter a rating of an

element in the App during a DKS

audit, a search �eld has been

added to the list of elements.  

See you next release! 
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